Executive education
CUSTOM PROGR AMMES - CERTIFICATES - DEGREE PROGR AMMES

S TRENGTHEN YOUR SKILL S
AND CONFIRM YOUR P OTENTIAl

NEOMA Business School,
A Major Management School
Proven expertise ...combined with
and a prolific
a new vision
track record...
of leadership
Drawing from the wealth of its 150-year
history, NEOMA Business School benefits
from the assets originating from its
founding schools (in 1871 at the Rouen
school and in 1928 at Reims).
Marketing, Finance, Commerce, Supply
Chain… there are numerous disciplines
based on NEOMA Business School’s proven
expertise and teaching methods. The
exceptional careers of several thousand
graduates, brought together to create one
of the strongest networks is the strongest
proof of NEOMA Business School’s
excellence. Our incomparable academic
network and the strength of our links with
the international business world are what
make NEOMA Business School a major
school for management studies.

Today in a constantly shifting world
where change has become the norm,
ensuring stable, long-lasting
employability is about knowing how
to turn those changes into an opportunity
for development. Going beyond individual
success, it is a matter of knowing how
to deploy talent and apply it to
the greater performance of many.
The essence of our profession has
remained the same for 150 years:
to train and instruct students in
a collection of management science
disciplines to develop leading edge
skills and knowledge.
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campuses:
Rouen, Reims and Paris
international
accreditations

150
1,200

permanent professors

professional speakers
and presenters

590
9,500
collaborators

students

1 network of more than
Frank Bostyn

Dean
NEOMA Business School

We nurture and support
the managers and
entrepreneurs of tomorrow,
those who are capable
of providing responsible
leadership and going
beyond the dominant
models of our day.
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55,000
300

alumni
in France and around the world

international partners
in 75 countries

200

partner companies

A large portfolio
of programmes,

from Bachelor degrees to
Executive Education courses.

Our state of mind:

#Humanship

Reshape the norms

Listen to emotions

Three strategic orientations,
applied in an original,
transversal way,
reflecting genuine expertise:
Leadership and agility
We coach you to develop shared leadership skills to generate
greater business efficiency and performance. This approach
to assuming leadership can reinvent a company and unify
collective forces to expand boundaries and emphasize
new opportunities for innovation.
Entrepreneurship
We aim to instill within you the desire to strive for innovation,
creation, and experimentation that goes beyond traditional
company building and takeovers.
Personal and professional development
We prepare you for successful and stable professional
integration through our emphasis on the foundation of key
managerial skills that match the needs of various companies
and the business world in general.

Stay connected

A “made by NEOMA BS”
experience
NEOMA Business School invests
predominantly in three areas
which rely on the many positive
attributes upon which we have
built our reputation:
• A strong network of professional,
academic and alumni partners located
throughout the world. NEOMA Business
School is the most connected school
in terms of its associations with all the
management schools in France, and
you will be one of the primary students
to benefit from this multi-connected
environment.
• Strong, close relationships with
companies, which are recognised
in numerous rankings and surveys
and which guarantee the solid merits
of our pedagogy (through internships,
apprenticeship contracts, study tours,
visiting professional speakers...).
• Innovative, experience-based teaching
with a culture of original real-life
professional simulations and genuine
immersion into a business environment:
integration seminars, business games,
case studies, etc.
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ODILE LETRILLART
HEAD OF EXECUTIVE
EDUCATION
AND part-time
ADVANCED MASTERS®

Nowadays companies are evolving in
an uncertain context, where things
move at a faster pace, digitally and in a
more complicated manner. How do you
forecast when uncertainty reigns? New
forms of leadership are required.
Organisations and individuals need to
adapt. To meet this challenge head-on,
NEOMA Business School has devised a
series of Executive Education training
programmes to suit companies’ needs.
Since its foundation, NEOMA Business
School Executive Education has stood out
from the crowd due to the excellence of
its teaching approach, the high quality
of its programmes, and its commitment
to supporting its corporate partners
through change processes by contributing
to their organisational efficiency and the
development of their employees’ skills.
When you choose NEOMA BS Executive
Education, you get the benefits of a
programme like no other - fully customised,
crafted by a team of experts, and
designed according to your requirements
and in tandem with your teams.
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Developing agility
within your staff
is the best way
to guarantee
the sustainable
performance
of your company.

The philosophy behind
NEOMA Business School
Executive Education
The 400+ managers trained every year and the
continued trust placed in us by our clients attest to
the recognised know-how of NEOMA Business School
Executive Education. We offer a truly customised series
of solutions, inspired by our belief in open-mindedness,
listening to others and benevolence.

Developing Developing talent to support
company growth and sustainability
From programme design through to the support offered
to participants, we prioritise a collaborative way of
working between our faculty and your teams, based
on the theory of co-construction and co-delivery.
This supportive approach is of special importance to us
in order to help maintain a company over the long term,
as it makes it possible to improve the independence and
motivation of its employees whilst guiding them through
changes of professions and roles.

The importance of learning to learn
All companies are faced with rapid social and market
changes, an uncertain situation that makes it all the more
important to constantly update their expertise. Based
upon this, we feel that it is vital to teach your managers
how to bring their knowledge and skills up to speed
and develop new learnings throughout their career.

Training your managers for your
company’s collective success

40

Over

years of experience
in training managers
1 campus within

central

Paris

1200 
6800

corporate speakers

A
-strong
community of companies

certification

Official
of the skills acquired
Exceptional

partnerships

with highly-reputed professionals

The growing number of cross-functional projects means
that teamwork is especially crucial to success. During our
training programmes we seek to harbour a truly collective
spirit and create a motivating learning environment for
managers vis-à-vis their teams. This stance strengthens
employees’ sense of trust in, and attachment to, the
company, thereby improving overall performance.
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Why choose
NEOMA Business School
Executive Education?
HONE YOUR SKILLS AND AGILITY TO PLAN
AND BUILD THE COMPANY OF THE FUTURE
Given the new digital socio-economic reality with which we are faced, our experts and teacher-researchers think out of the box
by developing customised learning tracks with you that will bolster your organisational efficiency and your company’s
sustainability.

5 good reasons
to choose
NEOMA Business School
Executive Education
› Our educational track record
40 years of experience in training managers
earns us the full trust of companies.
› Our originality
We successfully combine the teaching
expertise of NEOMA Business School with
the professional know-how of our partners,
in order to co-create, co-build and co-deliver
training programmes like no other.
› Our innovative teaching approach
The significant involvement of external speakers
in our programmes, and the broad range of
learning methods deployed and suited
to the profile of your managers provide the
cornerstone of our teaching set-up.
› Our privileged corporate connections
With its pool of over 1,200 professional
speakers, NEOMA Business School is recognised
as one of the schools with the closest links to
the business world.
› Our availability and responsiveness
We pay careful attention to analysing and
understanding your needs in order to build
a personalised solution with your teams.
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NEOMA Business School delivers a wide range of tracks
that are closely tailored to companies’ needs:
› S hort- or long-duration,
› C lassroom, e-learning or blended learning formats,
› O n campus or in-house,
› In France or abroad
We offer the following training formats:
› C ustomised
› C ertified
› D egree-granting

#theychoseNEOMAbs
Company sectors
Services 29%
Retail 26%
Banking/Insurance 17%
Industry 15%
High Tech 11%
Energy 2%

Participant
profiles
Middle managers 47%
Young managers 33%
Executive managers 20%

Guidance from our team
of experts
Several of the 150 NEOMA BS teacher-researchers are especially involved in Executive Education. Experts in their fields,
skilled teachers and in constant interaction with the business world, they assist you in identifying your requirements,
design the required teaching set-up, and recruit the professional experts needed for your training programme.

Stéphane DUBREUILLE,
PhD, CFA
Stéphane is NEOMA Business
School Executive Education
Head of Activity Development
and a Professor of Finance.
A Certified Financial Analyst
and Doctor of Finance, Stéphane worked for 10 years
in the Euronext Paris Studies & Strategy Department
before joining NEOMA Business School in 2003.
Between 2000 and 2003, he carried out research into
the impact of American macro-economic information
on financial markets during his post-doctoral studies
at the UCLA Anderson Graduate School. In addition to
his work as a teacher and researcher, he also provides
a company assessment consulting service, an advisory
service for executive managers and is a member of
various investment committees.

Chris WORLEY,
PhD
Chris is a Doctor and
Professor of Strategy,
Leadership and
Entrepreneurship at
NEOMA Business School.
His research activities and in-company consulting are
primarily focused on building up and implementing agile
organisations. He has guided a number of companies
in deploying their strategy, overhauling their structure,
and establishing new skills within. His aim is to provide
sustainable assistance to companies in developing
the required skills and knowledge in order to remain
constantly able to adapt to change and maintain high
performance levels. Chris is also Director of the NEOMA BS
Centre for Leadership and Effective Organisations.

Annabel-Mauve
BONNEFOUS,
PhD
Annabel-Mauve is a Doctor
of Management Sciences, a
managerial coach,
and Head of the NEOMA
Business School Department of People & Organisations.
She has also been a manager in the Indian textile
industry before then becoming a teacher-researcher.
She has been providing leadership, management and
political sense training to managers and company heads
for 14 years, at NEOMA Business School,
HEC Paris and SciencesPo. Her published books
“Aiguisez votre sens politique en entreprise” and
“L’intelligence situationnelle” are the result of her many
years of experience and research activity.
She also received the school’s “Prix de l’Innovation
Pédagogique” in 2010, the FNEGE-CIDEGEF second
prize in 2011 and the school’s “Prix de l’excellence
pédagogique” on behalf of her department in 2016.
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Our teaching
approach
NEOMA Business School Executive Education
has incorporated into its programmes
a carefully-considered and balanced blend
of training approaches fully suited to all
learning objectives. Each one is hand-picked
according to the requirements and profile of
each participant. The aim is to nurture a
proactive culture and promote dialogue
throughout the teaching process.

A varied, innovative and thought-provoking
teaching approach comprises:
• Distance: e-learning designed to convey key concepts
• In class: high added value face-to-face sessions focusing
on direct application of knowledge, group work and
experimentation
• Classes encouraging collective discussion of concrete issues

Honing the skills of our participants
in order to:
• Build up and share a common knowledge and skill base
• Create a community of dialogue via the sharing of
experiences

High-performance learning conditions:
• Enriching teaching activities
• ATAWAD digital resources (Any Time, Any Where, Any Device)
• Custom-made infrastructures

Special attention to validating the skills
and satisfaction of participants via:
• An online survey designed to validate knowledge acquired
• Assessment of skill-level progress after each seminar based
on an individual evaluation grid and debriefing sessions
• Personalised overview report
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Françoise
RIDET, Director of
Marketing Track
Professionalisation,
ORANGE
We chose NEOMA
Business School
six years ago in order
to set up an initial
custom programme offer for Groupe Orange
marketing professionals as the degree available
provided the ideal response to the issues faced in
customer relationship marketing.
We are continuing to work with the school as
both the format and content suit us ideally.
The duration of the programme, the guidance
available, the quality of the relationship with the
NEOMA BS team and the positive feedback from
Orange employees all meet our expectations.
Graduates of the programme especially appreciate
the very demanding but also enriching procedure
in place, both on a personal and professional
level, which offers them all a whole new set of
opportunities within the Orange group.

Your Custom
ProgrammE
THE IMPORTANCE
OF CO-BUILDING
A LEARNING TRACK
NEOMA Business School Executive Education provides support
to companies going through the process of change. We help
boost the efficiency of your organisations by training your
managers, be it by strengthening their skill set, developing
expertise or re-orienting their career path.
Backed by our reputed academic and teaching know-how and
a top-level national and international network of experts,
we offer a range of customised teaching solutions that are
tailor-made to any business context or strategic focus. Our
flexible Executive Education offer is designed to train and
support the professional evolution of young managers,
middle managers, experienced managers and executives.

Marc Feller, Customer
Experience Director Kempinski Hotels
Thanks to Kempinski’s
excellent collaboration
with NEOMA Business
School, we have been
able to customise the
programme to the needs and demands of the
hospitality sector. On a personal note, I am very
proud to be a graduate of the programme, which
represented a major challenge and a significant
experience that helped me obtain an academic
and strategic approach to the challenges currently
faced by the company and on which I will base my
professional future. Over the past 15 years, Kempinski
and NEOMA BS have trained more than 140 senior
managers.

LISTENING AND analysis
We remain constantly attentive to your needs in order to
analyse the overall company, business and developmental
context. We define your objectives together according to
your requirements and expectations.
CO-BUILDING
We co-build with your teams a custom learning track that
is aligned with your career planning and pre-established
targets. We ensure the high level of the programme through
the participation of our professors, our partners who are
integrally involved in the reality of corporate life, and our
highly innovative teaching approach. The most suitable
teaching methods will be selected, and the structure and
content designed according to the specificities of your
company to ensure that the custom training delivered is
as relevant as possible to the reality of your business.

LEARNING AND INCORPORATING
We have devised an agile and pragmatic approach to
guarantee that your custom training is immediately
operational and also to maximise the knowledge passed
on and its application within your company. Your training
can thereby be delivered face-to-face on your premises,
on our campus, abroad or at distance via our online learning
platform.
ASSESSING AND EVOLVING
We ensure that our training is fully assimilated by your
managers and, in return, that they can assess their trainers
and the teaching methods used. This essential follow-up
helps us fine-tune our training in line with your needs and
continue to develop it to ensure its relevance. Your training
is assessed on a continual basis.

NEOMA BS is committed to delivering
• Custom solutions, from initial programme design through to guidance
• P rogrammes that satisfy your strategic, operational and learning requirements
• A collaborative modus operandi between our teams and your project team
• A network of in-house and guest speakers, both professional and academic
• An online teaching platform designed to enrich the learning process
• An end-of-track certificate that validates the skills acquired
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our certificates

Our certificates consist of short-duration training
programmes aimed at professionals and
companies seeking to develop certain areas
of expertise on which the reputation of
NEOMA Business School has been built.
Designed in partnership with major representatives of the
consulting and training professions, our certificates benefit
from a truly unrivalled combination of know-how and
expertise.
Our skills training certificates are registered with the
national professional certification directory (RNCP),
which guarantees the high quality of the programmes.

5

-day duration

rncp-registered
skills training

French
or English

Available in

In-class
and distance learning

Our aim is to run a genuine Executive
Zone comprising a series of tailor-made
training programmes and services,
where each participant can set up
their own managerial track.
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our certificates
Our offer creates the following opportunities:

As a company:
• To resolve concrete issues
• To broaden your technical and functional knowledge
• Retain and motivate your managers

As an employee:
• Develop a specific skill
• Take a customised training programme via one or more
certificates
• Develop your experience by taking a degree-granted
programme

› Certificate in Humanship
and Commitment
› Certificate in Influential Management
and Positive Leadership
› Certificate in Managerial Finance
› Certificate in Sales Approach and
Performance
› Certificate in Key Account Management
Various sessions for each certificate are
available throughout the year.
Please contact us for further information.
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Certificate in
Humanship and Commitment
DEVELOP YOUR SENSE
OF LEADERSHIP
The ability to analyse and then take decisions when confronted
with difficult situations is a fundamental part of the work of
managers who deal with teams on a daily basis.
Our Certificate in Humanship and Commitment, set up in
tandem with Saint-Cyr, was designed precisely to strengthen
your leadership skills.
The combination of Saint-Cyr and NEOMA BS enables in-depth
discovery of genuinely unknown territory, supported by
trainers from the worlds of Defence and Academia.

This certificate has been set in place
in order to:
> Develop the required mind-set for decision-making
> Analyse and weigh up risk taking
> Steer a particular project
> Explain a decision in order to stimulate group work
> Manage stress and inspire trust
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Curriculum
• Length: 5 days
• Language: English or French
• Location: 2 days on the NEOMA BS Paris
campus and 3 days at Saint-Cyr Coëtquidann

Teaching Approach
• Face-to-face and distance learning
• Groups of 9-12 people

Skills obtained
Devised for participants needing to manage
teams, our certificate delivers the skills
to lead teams on a daily basis in order to:
• Take the right decision when faced with
difficult scenarios
• Take a final decision in the event of uncertainty
• Be able to deal with the repercussions

FORMATION CONTINUE

Our PARTner
Founded in 2011 as a part of the Fondation SaintCyr, Saint-Cyr Formation Continue is a private
organisation, a partner of the Ministry of Defence,
and a go-to platform for establishing dialogue
between companies and the military services.
Their aim is to provide guidance to companies
undergoing periods of change and to hone their
executives’ and managers’ managerial skills.
NEOMA BS and Saint-Cyr Formation Continue
combine their joint expertise and values in order
to deliver this certificate. In order to bolster the
leadership displayed by your managers, we place a
great price on the human element in these uncertain
business times, and pass on skills from a military
background to the corporate world. We offer
continual support, by placing participants in direct
situations inspired by the military, offering faceto-face mentoring, group debriefing sessions,
and detailed feedback.

Xavier
Latournerie,
Managing Director,
Saint-Cyr Formation
Continue
Saint-Cyr Command
Academy trains
officers capable of
taking decisions in
difficult and uncertain situations and subsequent
action, even when faced with adversity. Such
skills are also much sought after by managers,
who have to deal with increasingly complex
challenges. It was therefore a perfectly logical
choice for NEOMA BS, which places great
emphasis on developing leadership qualities
within all its programmes, to join forces with
Saint-Cyr Formation Continue in order to set up
the Humanship and Commitment certificate.
The discussions, individual work and application
of knowledge that take place during an outdoor
session based on an experimental teaching
approach enable participants to:
• Develop managerial skills such as grasping
the fundamentals of knowing-how-to-be and
broadening their understanding of the mechanics
of leadership
• Acquiring the methods and tools they will need
to take decisions in tense situations
• Assimilate an analytical and decision-making
approach that will facilitate change management
• Strengthen their character.
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Certificate in
Influential Management
and Positive Leadership
BECOME AN INFLUENCER
OF OTHERS
Knowing how to run and motivate a team are part and parcel
of being a manager. Our Certificate in Influential Management
and Positive Leadership has been devised in tandem with
our partner DB&A in order to help bolster your leadership
and influencing skills. The certificate offered by NEOMA BS
and DB&A places participants in a roleplay situation where
they can test out various techniques for motivating and
retaining staff. DB&A is especially noteworthy for the Harvard
Executive Communication Skills and Centrale Paris Coaching &
Training certifications that it holds.

This certificate has been set in place
in order to:
> Strengthen your management approach and style by
focusing on your strengths
> Increase your influence and develop a management
approach favouring loyalty
> Combine your powers of persuasion with applied verbal
communication
> Learn how to run, motivate and stimulate your teams
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Curriculum
• Length: 5 days
• Language: English or French
• Location: NEOMA BS Paris campus

Teaching Approach
• Simulation exercises, training and
distance learning
• Hands-on experimentation
• Individual work within groups of 8-10
people

Skills obtained
Devised for participants with managerial
responsibilities, our certificate delivers
the following skills:
• Making public addresses
• Strengthening your leadership skills
• Building loyalty in order to engender
close teamwork and sustainable
commitment
• Affirming a particular stance within
a multi-function context

David Bitton,
Management Coach
and Founder of
DB&A

our PARTner
Founded in 2003 by David Bitton, DB&A is an expert
training organisation specialising in communication
techniques. DB&A apply theatre techniques in order
to solve problems of staff loyalty and motivation.
The integral teaching involvement of NEOMA
BS alongside the know-how of DB&A’s actors is
one of a kind. Our approach blends hands-on
experimentation, a marked physical and emotional
component, consideration of different ways of
working, and collective bonding exercises.

We chose to partner
with NEOMA BS as the
school itself and its
Executive Education
are very much invested
in leadership, agility, personal growth and the
human aspect.
These are key facets to DB&A’s training
programmes, in our role as specialists in
influential management and behavioural
management. Open-mindedness, the quest for
collective intelligence and respect are values that
we all share and that run through all the training
offered by DB&A and NEOMA BS.
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Certificate in
Managerial Finance
STEER YOUR FINANCIAL
DECISIONS
Identifying your sources of value, being able to critically
analyse your financial statements, and making the most of
your strategic decisions are key skills in assuming managerial
responsibilities. The Certificate in Managerial Finance meets
precisely these requirements and will ease your financial
decision-making.
By taking this certificate, you will be able to obtain certain
finance skills by running case studies with our internationallycertified financial analysis partner Top Finance.

This certificate has been devised
in order to:
> Efficiently interpret financial statements
> Draw up a business plan
> Understand the value of investment decisions
> Pinpoint the optimal sources of financing
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Curriculum
• Length: 5 days
• Language: English or French
• Location: NEOMA BS Paris campus

Teaching Approach
• Flipped classroom
• Key concepts and Excel practical
exercises
• Group work (8-10 people)

Skills obtained
Designed for Finance non-specialists,
our certificate will provide you with the
skills in order to:
• Communicate with people working
in finance
• Establish the key concepts behind
accounting and financial information
• Assess financial decisions

Mathieu CHAUSSET,
Programme Director,
Top Finance

OUR PARTNER
For over 10 years, Top Finance has confirmed
itself as one of Europe’s very best Finance training
organisations, and enjoys a worldwide reputation for
the preparation it offers for international professional
certifications such as the CFA®, CPA®, FRM®,
and CAIA®.
Its aim is to support companies and professionals
in tackling daily challenges in the various aspects
of finance.
NEOMA BS faculty and Top Finance professionals
have therefore set up in tandem this certificate with
a non-specialist target audience in mind.

The partnership
between NEOMA BS
and Top Finance fell
seamlessly into place
in that we share
exactly the same values
of excellence and teaching innovation.
The Managerial Finance certificate is the fruit of a
continuing demand from professionals looking to
strengthen certain aspects of their knowledge of
finance. Financing tools, evaluation techniques and
means of investment are clearly essential concepts
that need to be grasped in order to take the best
possible decisions.
Our blended learning format enables participants
to benefit from a wide-ranging programme that
is more flexible than any other of its kind. In our
capacity as specialists in world-renowned finance
certifications for more than 10 years, it appeared
of primary importance to showcase the quality
of the training we offer as well as the work done
by those who take the course, which delivers an
unrivalled confirmation of their abilities.
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Certificate in
Sales Approach
and Performance
HONE YOUR NEGOTIATION SKILLS
Grasping sales discussions on technical issues and
conducting major-scale sales projects and complicated
negotiations are recurring situations for consultants
and engineers. The Certificate in Sales Approach and
Performance, set up with our partner Halifax Consulting,
will help you adopt the right stance in order to offer the
best sales proposal and highest performance in the most
demanding situations.

The programme delivered
is overseen and coached
by faculty and trainers who
have previous experience as
purchasers and key account
managers.

Curriculum:
• Length: 5 days
• Language: French or English
• Location: NEOMA BS Paris
campus

Teaching approach:
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• Distance adaptive learning +
digital learning and in-class
• Exercices and simulations

Skills obtained:
Designed for a target audience of consultants, experts in the field,
and engineers required to incorporate a more significant sales
component into their profession, our certificate delivers the skills
needed in order to:
• Establish and devise the appropriate sales methods
• Perfect the required expert approach in order to improve sales
technique
• Learn to deal with complex situations

OUR PARTNER
Founded in 2003, Halifax Consulting advises, trains, and coaches
the key account departments of major French and European
companies. Within a highly competitive climate, Halifax Consulting
has established itself as the reference point for sales efficiency and
has developed a range of commercial skills within its beneficiaries
to deal with the challenges posed by the market.
Halifax Consulting and NEOMA BS have been partners for a number
of years.
We have in common a number of values based upon teaching
innovation, of which our digital learning platform “academia
online” is just one.
We also share the firm belief that supporting sales professionals
of all levels is an absolute must.
Via these two certificates, the experience, expertise, and
excellence found therein underpin the entire training procedure
and will prepare you for the challenges that await you.

Certificate in
Key Account Management
SUPPORT YOUR SALES STRATEGY
Developing a strategy in difficult circumstances, setting up
a key account portfolio and backing your margins versus
purchasers and competitors are an integral part of being a key
account manager. By opting for the Certificate in Key Account
Management created with Halifax Consulting, you will learn
how to establish the keys to and many levers for boosting
your offer.

Skills obtained:
Devised for a target audience of senior salespeople
with a key account manager level of responsibility, our
certificate delivers the skills required in order to:
• Draw up a sales strategy with key account clients
• Understand and establish the workings of
complicated decision paths
• Pinpoint the levers needed to sell one’s added value
and innovative ideas with the right people

Frédéric Vendeuvre,
Associate Director, Halifax Consulting
The partnership between Halifax and NEOMA Business
School is just part of a process that has been ongoing
for 6 years. We share the same dedication to academic
excellence, which includes offering the best teaching
approach to digital learning, above all, as well as a
shared view on how important it is to train the best operational sales managers for
our economy.
The sales profession in the current complicated context, one which requires people
with a genuine consultant or business advisor profile with a broad range of skills,
is a major priority in a large number of companies. It therefore makes perfect
sense for us to offer, in shorter and degree-granting formats, a programme that
underlines the success of our partnership, aimed at expert profiles, business
engineers and key account managers.
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Degree
Programmes
Objectif Manager
ACCESSING A MANAGERIAL POSITION
• A training programme entirely compatible with working life
• A cross-functional approach to the role of manager
• A broad range of profiles nurturing the sharing of experiences
• A hands-on and interactive teaching approach, concentrated on
simulation and case study exercises

Step up and boost
your career!

ECAL Distribution Track
50+ YEARS OF EXPERIENCE IN DELIVERING
DISTRIBUTION TRAINING TO PROFESSIONALS
• An adaptable part-time format
• Tutoring, personalised guidance, and cross-assessment of
training objectives
• Fully adapted to each participant’s business environment: food
and non-food departments, multi-format etc.
• Theoretical teaching aids and simulation workshops tailored to
each product line
> Store Managers
> Distribution Process Managers
> Department Managers
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Broaden your career horizons
and the scope
of your company.

Advanced Masters®/MSc

Executive MBA

A 12-month part-time course designed to
develop the following career prospects

A career accelerator and
a springboard for assuming
the very highest positions

• Key professional expertise in line with high demand from
companies
• A work-study format that is perfectly compatible with
professional life
• Financing available during the course
• A boost for entry into working life
> Advanced Masters® in Marketing Research and Decision Making
> Advanced Masters®/MSc in Business Development and
Key Account Management
> Advanced Masters®/MSc in Corporate Communications Strategies
> Advanced Masters® in Marketing and Data Analytics

Broaden your skill set
and raise your chances of
sustainable and growing
employability.

• The development of cutting-edge skills required by a
leader with vision
• The design of a customised business plan
• Personalised guidance
• Unrivalled international exposure within the world’s top
decision-making bodies
• A learning format that is perfectly compatible with
working life
• A leadership internship that takes participants out of their
comfort zone, run by the French Navy Seals

Increase the potential
of executive managers,
entrepreneurs and highperformance, responsible
decision-makers.

VAE (qualification through
professional experience)
The recognition and certification of skills
acquired in the professional sphere
• Raise your employability
• Obtain the right diploma for your professional situation
• Showcase and demonstrate your skill range

Strengthen your employability
and facilitate the progress
of your career.

To find out more about our programmes:
www.neoma-bs.com/en/programmes/program-finder
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Study in the heart
of paris
The Paris campus
Situated in the very centre of the French capital, in the 9th district,
the Paris campus is dedicated to Executive Education activities.
The 1,500m2+ premises offer a modern, pleasant and versatile study
environment, which includes well-lit lecture theatres, classrooms of various
sizes, and individual study booths, all set out around a wonderful courtyard.
A comprehensive multimedia set-up designed to support an innovative
teaching approach is accessible on and off campus, and includes an e-learning
platform and remote access to the school’s knowledge and materials (e-books,
electronic journals, specialised databases etc.).

Location
› 5-minute walk from the closest metro stations and bus lines;
› 5-minute walk from St Lazare mainline train station;
› 20 minutes from Paris Gare du Nord international railway station by RER/metro
› 20-minute metro journey from Gare de l’Est mainline train station.

Conferences and debates
On these exceptional premises in the heart of the capital, where several
hundred students and professional guest speakers cross paths on a daily
basis, a number of meetings, conferences and debates are regularly held,
all organised by NEOMA Business School and the NEOMA Alumni Association.
Montmartre

Gare
St-Lazare

Champs-Elysées
Musée du Louvre

Tour Eiffel

Notre-Dame
de Paris

Gare
Montparnasse

Bastille

Museum National
d’Histoire Naturelle

Access
9, rue d’Athènes - 75009 Paris, France
Tel.: +33 (0)1 73 06 98 00
accueil.paris@neoma-bs.fr
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contact us
For further information on our training programmes
and financing options, do not hesitate to contact us:

Maryline VERGNAUD
Head of Commercial Development
Tel. +33 (0)1 73 06 98 17
maryline.vergnaud@neoma-bs.fr

We will put you in contact with the relevant key account manager:

Arnaud HENTZEN

Gwenaëlle LE GAC

Tel. +33 (0)1 73 06 98 37 / 07 63 25 16 12
arnaud.hentzen@neoma-bs.fr

Tel. +33 (0)1 73 06 98 09 / 06 98 58 56 20
gwenaelle.legac@neoma-bs.fr
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Reims Campus
59, rue Pierre Taittinger
CS 80032 - 51726 Reims Cedex - France

Rouen Campus
1, rue du Maréchal Juin
BP 215 - 76825 Mont-Saint-Aignan Cedex - France

Paris Campus
9, rue d’Athènes - 75009 Paris - France

www.neoma-bs.com

